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Daval is a quintessential British family business with a passion and heritage in 

the design and manufacture of fitted furniture.

Founded in 1978 we design and manufacture all of our furniture in 

Huddersfield, West Yorkshire and each piece of furniture we produce is 

functional, attractive and makes an enviable statement in any home.

British Heritage
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As a design led company we attend furniture exhibitions around the world to 

ensure we are at the forefront of design and production technology.

We believe in offering the latest trends, materials and fittings available in the 

market because this provides you with great value for money and gives you 

longevity from the furniture, which has been designed to last a lifetime.

Leaders  by Design
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Daval is exclusively available from a network of independent retailers 

throughout the UK. From concept to completion our retailers are there to help 

you with the design, project management and installation to make the entire 

process as easy and simple as possible.

Their experience, design flair and extensive product knowledge will allow them 

to tailor the design to fit your individual requirements.

Personal Service
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Back slopes Height, wid th & 
dep th adjustment

Sloping ceilings

2014 Innovation
award winner

Our made to measure furniture allows you to maximise your storage from floor to ceiling and 

wall to wall. There is no need for large infill panels or top boxes over the wardrobe which looks 

unsightly, adds unnecessary cost and compromises on storage. Simply measure your space and we’ll 

create a bespoke wardrobe solution just for you.

Made to measure solutions that 
maximise your storage space
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Mayfair



Just like a bespoke suit or a tailored shirt our made to measure bedroom 

furniture can fit your home perfectly while maximising your storage. 

Whether it’s angled ceilings or walk in dressing rooms our made to order 

furniture allows you to design the room of your dreams. 

The new Grey Oak finish for the Varenna range is a paired back 

sophisticated wood grain with a washed stain effect and works perfectly with 

our new Mayfair range, shown in super matt Charcoal. Soft and silky to the 

touch, Mayfair is a luxurious new addition to the collection and is available 

in four colours of Frost White, Dove Grey, Cashmere and Charcoal.

Mayfair & Varenna
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They say you can’t have too many shoes, so let your designer create a 

solution for your most prize possessions.Mayfair & Varenna
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Here we have integrated a dressing table into the design which is a real 

luxury rather than having to do your make up in the bathroom. The 

layering of different textures from the Varenna Grey Oak, Mayfair super 

matt drawers, leather handles and mirror create a warm and luxurious 

dressing room.Mayfair & Varenna
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Salcombe



Inspired by the British coast line, Salcombe redefines contemporary design with its sleek 

and minimal yet modern approach. We wanted to combine the best of a painted effect 

design with the contemporary aesthetics of a slab door to allow you to create a warm and 

homely feeling in your bedroom.  

Shown in the calming and contemporary tone of Dove Grey we have contrasted this with 

bedside cabinets and bookcases in Charcoal and used Rough Cut Oak shelving detail and 

chunky i-lite worktops. 

Salcombe
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Soho
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As the name suggests, Soho is a fusion of design styles by combining a slab door design 

with a contemporary in-frame effect detail which picks up on the new furniture trend for 

slim and sleek. Matt black bar handles complement the door design and add a nice detail 

against the Stone doors and Italian Walnut interior.  

We love our new Fjord finish which has been used on the drawers, a rich Blue tone creating 

a pop of colour in your bedroom while complementing the calming pallet of Grey.  

 By using an infill to the ceiling which is the same height as your plinth we can create a 

look which has vertical symmetry and ensures that no valuable space is wasted. 

Soho
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Como & Garda



The delicate layering of textures from the rough cut oak, high 

gloss cashmere and leather bar handles create a warm look to this 

contemporary bedroom. Built in LED lighting creates an ambient mood 

by using i-lite, the lightweight panel solution, wires and cables are hidden 

with ease.

Our award winning design uses large bi-folding units above the bed 

which are a perfect way to get more storage behind the bed and are fitted 

with servo-drive by Blum. These easy to access electric units open with a 

simple touch so there is no need for handles.
Como & Garda
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The high gloss design allows your bedroom to become bright, airy and 

adds a touch of luxury when combined with the Rio drawers in Italian 

Walnut and brown leather bar handles. 

Available in six different finishes and a duo edge banding detail the 

Garda bedroom is a popular choice. Garda & Rio
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Genoa 



A contemporary modular slab design that looks great in a high end apartment or period 

home. Our new Cashmere finish is a soft beige tone which makes a warm combination 

with the rich Ontario Walnut.

A combination of high line and low line furniture form a comfortable and functional bed 

area and the corner linen bin is a handy space saver for clothes, bedding or towels.

Details matter, so ask your designer about our matching plinths, panels and worktops so 

you can create a bedroom more personal to you.

If you love shoes then the pull out shelves are a must, simply ask your designer for a host 

of new interior storage ideas.

Genoa 
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Roma is a clean and versatile slab door which looks stylish in any home. 

Contemporary wardrobes fit flush to the ceiling to maximise the storage 

space available leaving a clean finish. The textured Blonde Wood and 

super matt Frost White pick up on the calming and contemporary 

Scandinavian trend, finished with matt black handle detailing.

We have a wide range of matching bathroom furniture available so ask 

your designer for more details.  Roma
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An elegant design with soft chamfered edges, Vienna is a modern and 

appealing bedroom. The chamfered details flow throughout the design 

with a matching ceiling up stand, plinth and bespoke worktop design. 

Luxurious details such as the super matt cashmere and American copper 

handles set this design apart.Vienna 
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Newlands



Inspired by the original shaker movement, Newlands is defined by its two cross rails on 

the wardrobe door and is shown in our Porcelain nature finish.

The shaker door and slab drawer combination ensures the design has modern classical 

proportions and is teamed with a traditional plinth profile and matching worktop detail.

 

Finished with our chrome knobs made in Birmingham and a premium Porcelain nature 

cabinet that creates a high end look. 

Newlands
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Windsor



A modern day classic design, Windsor is an in-frame effect range with British 

craftsmanship and attention to detail. Shown in Alabaster, a clean and light finish that 

provides a flexible pallet for you to combine your own ideas.

Angled wardrobes maximise the potential space within your bedroom and hand cut lead 

crystal handles complete the look.

The comfortable and sumptuous stool is a must have for any dressing table and the 

slim line link drawer height provides the maximum amount of knee space without 

compromising on storage.

Windsor
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Havard



A simple clean shaker design shown in a warm Stone Grey hue. Full length mirrors are 

perfect for helping to get ready on a night out and the drawers under the window make a 

comfortable window seat.

Angled end wardrobes are ideally placed near doors to create a smooth flow when 

entering the room and are great for storing shoes and jumpers.

Harvard
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Springfield



Springfield is a classic shaker design with a premium look at an affordable price. Shown in 

Alabaster, a matt touch finish with a fresh and clean pallet combined with glitzy handles 

that add a touch of glamour to your boudoir.

Our bedside chest with a pull out tea tray adds extra storage when space is tight and is 

perfect for your morning tea in bed.

Springfield
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Chardonnay has a detailed arch design over the door and has matching 

fluted pilasters. Here we have created a unique dresser combination 

including a bookcase and display cabinets with glass shelving.

To finish the room we have coordinated the look with a matching 

headboard and bedside cabinets.Chardonnay 
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Wenge Stone

Blonde Wood Grey Oak Rough Cut Oak

Ash

Ontario Walnut

i-li te
A sustainable innovation that we’ve pioneered is i-lite, a lightweight board with an inside 

layer that consists of a cardboard honeycomb core, which is then enclosed by two thin 

chipboard layers. This construction provides great stability whilst remaining low weight, 

saving raw materials in the process. This means we consume only a small amount of 

material and conserve the environment. 

i-lite is used in many of our bedrooms and home offices, it is a strong yet lightweight 

material, environmentally sustainable and creates a contemporary design statement with 

a premium look.
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Interiors & Accesories
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Interiors
At Daval we believe in creative functionality. Effective storage solutions are as important 

to us as exterior styling, which is why we offer a wide range of interior options with 

unique features to meet your individual needs.
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Accessories
From worktops to stools, storage pull outs and handles, our quality accessories give your 

home the wow factor. Whether you go for a contemporary or traditional bedroom design 

we can help you find the finishing touches for your dream room.
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Worktops & Plin ths
Details matter and because our bedroom furniture is made to order we can create 

bespoke plinths, up stands and worktops so that your home is just as unique as you are. 
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Variations
A product that knows no boundaries. Your Daval designer can offer bespoke solutions 

from home studies to libraries, media rooms and dining rooms.

As our furniture is made to order you can seamlessly integrate your own style 

throughout multiple rooms while maintaining a consistent product quality throughout.
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Charcoal Charcoal

Mussel Mussel NaturePorcelain Porcelain

Italian Walnut Italian Walnut
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Range Guide
Laminate Nature Trend

Painted Oak grain effect

Laminate Syncronised Pore

Porcelain Nature Blonde Wood
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Range Guide
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The team at Daval are not only looking for ways to create beautiful furniture, but to 

become more sustainable, recycle more and reduce our carbon footprint.

We adopt a two fold energy approach, firstly we send as much waste as possible back to 

our suppliers to be broken down and reused as new material. 

Where we can’t reuse the material we operate the latest Biomass Energy Systems and 

worked with The Carbon Trust to install a heat exchanger that turns our waste into fuel 

which provides heat at our head office. By generating our own heat we have reduced our 

Carbon Footprint and our impact on the environment.

Renowned amongst songbirds, the nightingale used within our logo symbolises our ever 

growing commitment to the environment.

As a user of scarce natural resources, our policy is to source raw materials from suppliers 

with responsible attitudes towards the environment. This includes sourcing our timber 

exclusively from properly managed forests, without exceptions.

Responsible  
Resources

Sustainabili ty

QUALITY BRITISH
CRAFTSMANSHIP
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Five Year Guarantee
 

We’re proud to offer a 5 year guarantee as standard on all furniture to protect you against manufacturing defects in 

materials or workmanship.

Certain terms and conditions apply regarding our guarantee so please refer to our website at 

www.daval-furniture.co.uk for full terms and conditions, or call us on 01484 848500 to request a copy.

Where to Buy? 
Daval furniture is exclusively available from a network of independent retailers throughout the UK. From concept to 

completion our retailers are there to help you with the design, project management and installation to make the entire 

process as easy and simple as possible.

Their experience, design flair and extensive product knowledge will allow them to tailor the design to fit your 

individual requirements.

With showrooms nationwide why not visit them for inspiration and to see the Daval difference for yourself.

Visit www.daval-furniture.co.uk to find your nearest stockist.

Disclaimer
Every effort has been made to illustrate products as accurately as the graphic reproduction process allows and colours 

may vary from those of the actual product. Under a policy of continued improvement, range, specification and 

construction techniques may change without notice and such information contained herein is for guidance only and 

does not constitute an offer. The company is exempt from circumstances beyond its control.

QUALITY BRITISH
CRAFTSMANSHIP
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 T: 01484 848500
  F: 01484 848520
W:  daval-furniture.co.uk

Daval Furniture Limited
Daval House
Spa Fields Industrial Estate
New Street, Slaithwaite
Huddersfield, HD7 5BB
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